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ABSTRACT We show that an isomorphism between two exphcitly gwen fmite
fields of thc same cardinahly can be exhibited in determmistic polynomial time
1. INTRODUCIION
Every fimte field has cardmality p" for some pnme number p and some
positive integer n . Conversely, if p is a pnme number and n a positive integer,
then there exists a field of cardmality pn, and any two fields of cardmality p"
are isomorphic. These results aie due to E. H. Moore (1893) [10] In the present
paper we are interested m an algonthmic version of his theorem, in particular
of the umqueness part
We say that a fimte field is exphcitly given if, for some basis of the field over
its pnme field, we know the product of any two basis elements, expressed m the
same basis. Let, more precisely, p be a prime number and n a positive integer
Then by explicit data for a fimte field of cardmality p" we mean a system of
n * elements (alj J" } λ_, of the pnme field Vp-=Z/pZ suchthat F;" becomes
a field with the ordmary addition and multiplication by elements of Fp , and
the multiplication determmed by
n
ee ~^Ta eLILJ ~ 2^aijkei '
A = l
where £·,, <?2, ... , en denotes the Standard basis of F^  over Fp . For example,
ifwe know an irreducible polynomial f eF [X] ofdegree n, then such explicit
data are readily calculated, smce Fp[X]/fFp[X] is a field of cardmahty p"
Conversely, given explicit data for a field of cardmality p" , one can find an
irreducible polynomial f eFfl[X] ofdegree n by means of a polynormal-time
algonthm (see Theorem (1.1) belowj By polynomial-üme we mean that the time
used by the algonthm—i e, the number of bit operations that it performs—
is bounded by a polynomial function of log/? and n It is supposed that
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the elements of F are represented in the conventional way, so that the field
operations m Fp can be performed m time (logp)O(l)
It is not known whether there exists a polynomial-time algonthm that, given
p and n , constructs exphcit data for a fimte field of cardmahty p". If the
generahzed Riemann hypothesis is valid, then such an algonthm exists [l, 4].
Also, V Shoup has shown f 11 ] that the problem can be reduced to the problem
of factormg polynomials m one variable over fimte fields mto irreducible factors.
For the latter problem, no polynomial-time algonthm is known, even if the
generahzed Riemann hypothesis is assumed, there does exist an algonthm that
runs m time (pn)O(l} (see [5, §4.6.2]), so for small p the problem is solved.
If random algorithms are allowed, then both the problem of constructing fimte
fields and the problem of factormg one-variable polynomials over fimte fields
have perfectly satisfactory Solutions, both from a practical and a theoretical
pomt of view (see [7]).
Theorem (1.1). There exists a polynomial-üme algonthm that, given a pnme
number p, a positive integer n, and any of (a), (b), (c), constructs the two
others:
(a) exphcit data for a field of cardmahty p",
(b) an irreducible polynomial m Fp[X] of degree n,
(c) for each pnme number r dividing n, an irreducible polynomial in Fp[X]
of degree r
The only nontrivial assertion of this theorem is that (c) suffices to construct
(a) and (b). If for each pnme number r that is at most n, an irreducible
polynomial m Fp[X] of degree r were known, then (a) and (b) could be con-
structed usmg auxiliary cyclotomic extensions of F;. In our proof, which is
given in §9, we work with auxiliary cyclotomic ring extensions of F , which
can be constructed without any hypothesis The other assertions of the theorem
are proved in §2.
We now come to the umqueness part of Moore's theorem. Suppose that
two fimte fields of the same cardmahty are explicitly given, can one find an
isomorphism between them in polynomial time9 The isomorphism is to be
represented by means of its matnx on the given bases of the fields over the
prime field.
For this second problem, the same results have been obtamed äs for the first
problem Thus, a polynomial-time algonthm exists if the generahzed Riemann
hypothesis is true, äs was shown by S. A. Evdokimov [4] Also, the problem
can be reduced to factormg polynomials in one variable over fimte fields. To
see this, wnte the first field äs Vp[X]/fFp[X]; then finding an isomorphism is
equivalent to finding a zero of / in the other field. This solves the problem if
p is small, and also if random algorithms are allowed, äs is the case in practice.
In the present paper we prove the same result without any restnction.
Theorem (1.2). There exists a polynomial-time algonthm that, given exphcit data
for two fimte fields ofthe same cardmahty, finds an isomorphism between them
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The proof uses the same technique äs the proof of Theorem (1.1). The
result of Evdokimov that we just mentioned depends on auxihary cyclotomic
extensions of F , and it is to construct these that the generahzed Riemann
hypothesis is needed In our proof we use ring extensions, which can be obtamed
for free
The contents of this paper are äs follows. In §2 we discuss what can be
done if explicit data for a finite field are available, and we define what is meant
by explicit data for field extensions and field homomorphisms. In §3 we show
how normal ba<ses can be found in polynomial time. Normal bases are not
absolutely vital for our purposes, but they provide an elegant solution to a
technical problem that comes up later (see (5 6)), and the result is of mterest in
itself äs well In §§4, 5, and 6, we do not deal with algonthms at all. Section 4 is
devoted to algebraic properties of certam cyclotomic ring extensions that need
not be fields. A special role is played by the Teichmuller subgroup of the group
of units of such a ring extension. In §5 we show that knowing an extension of
given prime degree of a finite field is equivalent to knowing a generator of this
Teichmuller subgroup Conversely, such a generator can be used to make pnme
power degree extensions, äs we show m §6 It is clear that such results can be
used to make prime power degree extensions out of prime degree extensions
and thus complete the proof of Theorem (1.1). Before we carry this through,
we have to deal with certam exceptional cases. The case that the given prime
equals the charactenstic of the field is dealt with, by well-known techmques, in
§7. A second exceptional case is considered m §8 In this section we show that
techmques from linear algebra can in certam cases be used to solve Problems
of a multiplicative nature. As an apphcation we solve, m a theoretical sense, a
minor problem that comes up in pnmahty testmg. Fmally, in §9 we formulate
and prove theorems that are shghtly more general than Theorems (11) and
(12)
Although the algonthms presented in th-s paper are not necessanly meffi-
cient, I do not expect that in practice the\ can compete with the probabihstic
algonthms referred to above. Accordmgly, I have reframed from estimating
the runnmg times of the vanous algonthms precisely, and from optimizing the
algonthms from either a theoretical or a practical point of view.
2 EXPLICIT DATA
Let p be a prime number, n a positive integer, and (aljk)" } /t=1 explicit
data for a field of cardmahty p" . Denote by E the field with underlymg set
F" that is determmed by these data, äs descnbed in the introduction. We say
in this Situation also that (allk)" } A=, are explicit data for the field E. By
et, ... , en we denote the Standard basis of f"p over F/;.
Given such explicit data, the unit element l of E is charactenzed by the
property l ·<?, - <?, . If we wnte l = Σ, /,<?,, with zt e F^  , then it follows that
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is the unique solution of the System of linear equations
l if k = l ,
over F; . This System can be solved m polynomial time by the usual techmques
from linear algebra. The divisions in the field F that are needed by these
techmques can be performed by means of the extended Euchdean algonthm [5,
ij4.5.2]. It follows that the umt element of E can be determmed in polynomial
time.
Once the umt elernent is determmed, we can in a similar way find the mverse
of any given nonzero element a & E äs the solution of xa = l , which can
agam be viewed äs a system of n linear equations over F . We conclude that
the field operations m E can all be performed in polynomial time.
By repeated squanngs and multiphcations, we can calculate a for any a & E
and any positive integer k m time (n + logp + log k) (1 . This leads to an
alternative method to calculate l and nT1 , since l = e\ ~l and a~~' = of
for a φ 0 .
If m is a positive integer, and (bljk)'" } k=l are exphcit data for a field F
of cardmahty pm , then by exphcit data for a field homomorphism from E
to F we mean a matnx (c ,,)\<l<m \<,<„ Wltn entnes from F; such that the
map F" — > F'" sendmg (x.}n,=\ to (Σ"} c χ )^ , is a field homomorphism
φ· E —> F . We say m this Situation also that (c,.)i<l<m \<,<n are exphcit data
for the field homomorphism φ . For example, exphcit data for the unique field
homomorphism F; —> E are readily denved from the coordmates zt of the
umt element of E
Calculating e\ , . . , epn , we can find in polynormal time exphcit data for the
Frobemus automorphism σ . E — *· E that sends each a € E to of . Likewise,
exphcit data can be found for each power of σ .
We next determme the subfields of E . These are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the divisors d of n . Notice that these divisors can all easily be
found m time «O(lj Let d be a divisor of n. Then we can calculate the
matnx of the F -linear map E — > E that sends each a e E to σ α — α , and
usmg techmques from linear algebra, we can find a basis for the kernel of this
map, which is precisely the unique subfield of E of cardmahty p . Expressing
the product of any two basis elements of this subfield äs a linear combmation of
the same basis, we then obtam exphcit data for a field of cardmahty p , äs well
äs for the mclusion map of this field to E . All this can be done in polynomial
time.
Let r be a pnme number and t a positive integer such that r' divides n .
Applymg the above to the divisors r and r of n , we can find bases of
the subfields of degrec / and r'~ over F; . Checking the basis elements of
the former field one by one, we can find an element β of the field of degree
r' that is not in the field of degree /""' . Then β has degree r over F/; , so
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β = Σ'_ο ciß' f°r certam uniquely determmed c( e F which can be found
by solvmg a System of linear equations The polynomial λ' -Σ','ν ctX' is the
irreducible polynomial of β over Fp It is irreducible m fp[X] and of degree
r'. Takmg t = l , we see that, m Theorem (1.1), we can construct (c) from (a)
in polynomial time.
Lei d be any divisor of n , and wnte d äs a product of pnme powers r
that are pairwise relatively pnme. For each r, let ß — ßt be an element of
degree r', äs above. It is well known that the degree of γ = ΣΓ ß, over ^ P 1S
then equal to Γ| r — d. (It clearly divides d; to show that it actually equals
d, it suffices to remark that for each r the degree / of ßr = γ - Σ,'^, ß,'
divides the 1cm of the degrees of γ and the /?,/.) As above, we can use γ to
determme an irreducible polynomial m Fp[X] of degree d. Applymg this to
d = n, we see that (a) m Theorem (1.1) can be used to construct (b).
We already saw in the introduction how (b) in Theorem (1.1) can be used
to construct (a), and once one has (a) one can construct (c) äs above. The
remaimng part of the proof of Theorem (1.1), namely how to construct (a) and
hence (b) starting from (c), is given m §9.
In the followmg section we shall see that exphcit data for a finite field can
also be used to determme a normal basis for that field over a subfield m poly-
nomial time. This is done by means of an algorithm that, äs many algonthms
in thjs paper, depends heavily on techmques from linear algebra. These tech-
niques allow one to deal with problems of an additive nature. Multiphcative
Problems, such äs recogmzmg or determming primitive roots, and Computing
discrete loganthms [8, §3], are much harder, and no good way is known to solve
them, even if random algonthms are allowed.
There is another, even more fundamental, algonthmic problem concerning
exphcit data for finite fields for which currenlly no polynomial-time algorithm
is known. This is the problem of deciding, given positive mtegers p and n
Wltn P > 2 and a System of «3 elements (aijk)" } A=l of Z/pZ, whether these
form exphcit data for a field of cardmality p". For n = \ this problem is
equivalent to pnmahty testing· given an integer p > 2, decide whether p is
prime. For this problem no polynomial-üme algorithm is known. There is one if
the generalized Riemann hypothesis is assumed, and also if random algonthms
are allowed [8, §5] Usmg the techmques of this section, one can show that
pnmahty testing is the only obstacle: there is a polynomial-time algorithm that,
given p, n, (al k) äs above, either proves that they do not form exphcit data
for a field of cardmality p" , or proves that if p is pnme they do.
It is convement to have relative versions of our defmitions, in which the base
field is an exphcitly given finite field E äs above, rather than F Let / be a
positive integer. By exphcit data for an /th degree field extension of E we rnean
a System of l3 elements (cljk)\ } k=l of E = F"p such that E1 becomes a field
with the ordmary E-vector space structure and the multiplication determmed
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by
k=l
where e\, e'2, . , e\ denotes the Standard basis of F over F . Denote this
field by F. As above, we can determme the unit element of F, and conse-
quently view F äs a subfield of F . We shall refer to the exphcit data alj^ for
the field F together with the c k äs exphcit data for the field extension E c F .
The notion of exphcit data for F-homomorphisms—i.e., field homomorphisms
between extensions of F that are the identity on F—is defined m the obvious
way.
In the above Situation, one can identify F with F" , using the basis
^ ^  over ^;> an<^ one can rcadily calculate exphcit data
both for F äs a field of cardmality p" and for the mclusion map E —> F.
Conversely, if exphcit data for a field F of cardmality pm and for a field ho-
momorphism φ: E —> F are given, then F can be viewed äs a field extension
of F via φ, and one can calculate exphcit data for this field extension. The
precise formulation and proof we leave to the reader.
In the remamder of this paper our language will be less formal, but not
less precise. For example, when we speak of constructing a finite field, or an
extension, or a homornorphism, then we mean constructing exphcit data for a
finite field, an extension, or a homornorphism. Likewise, if we say "given a
finite field", when we speak about an algonthm, we mean that the algonthm
is supphed with exphcit data for that finite field. Computing an element of a
given finite field means calculating the coordmates of that element on the given
basis of the field over the prime field
3. FlNDING A NORMAL BASIS
If F C F is a finite Galois extension of fields, with Galois group G, then
a normal basis of F over F is a basis of F äs a vector space over E of the
form (oa}n&(j. A well-known theorem asserts that such a basis exists [12, §67]
Theorem (3.1). There exists an algonthm that, given an extension E c F of
finite fields, finds a normal basis of F over E in time (log#F)ö(l)
Proof Let F c F be finite fields, and wnte q = #F and / = [F : F] Denote
by σ the automorphism of F that maps each n e F to a1. This is a generator
of the Galois group of F over F .
It is convement to use the following notation and termmology It is taken
from [9, ijl], to which we refer for background Information. For f = Σι atX' 6
E[X] and « e F we define
/· v^ '
' ° n = / a,' σ <* ·
l
This makes the additive group of F mlo a module over the polynomial ring
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E[X]. Let α 6 F . Then the set {/ e E[X]: f o a = 0} is an ideal of E[X]
containing X1 - l , so it is generated by a uniqucly determined divisor of X1 — l
with leading coefficient 1. Let this divisor be denoted by Ord(a), the Order of
a, From
/i ° a = f2 o a & /, ΞΞ /2 mod Ord(a)
it follows that the set E[X] ° a = {/ o a: f e £[ΛΠ} is a vector space over
E of dimension degOrd(a). Since it is the same äs the Ε-linear span of
{σ1 α: 0 </</}, it follows that α gives rise to a normal basis of F over £ if
and only if its Order has degree /, which occurs if and only if Ord(a) — X — l .
Suppose now that the extension E C F is explicitly given. For any a & F
the degree of Ord(a) is the least nonnegative integer k for which σ α belongs
to the ^ -linear span of {σ1 a: 0 < i < k} , and if σ'α = Σ,Ιο ^ ,σ'α for that
value of k, then Ord(a) = Xk~Σ,^=ο c,x' · This description of Ord(a) makes
it clear that there is a polynomial-time algorithm that determines Ord(a) for
any given « e F .
We now describe an algorithm to find a normal basis of F over E. Let a
be any element of F (for example, a = 0). Determine Ord(a) by the method
indicated above. (*) If Ord(a) = X — l , then a gives rise to a normal
basis, and the algorithm stops. Suppose that Ord(a) ^  X - l . Calculate
the element g = (X1 - l)/Ord(«) of E[X]. As we shall prove below, there
exists β E F with g ο β = n. Determine such an element β; this can be
done by means of techniques from linear algebra, since the equation g ο β -
n can be formulated äs a System of / linear equations over E. Determine
Ord(ß). If degOrd(ß) > degOrd(a), then replace n by β and go to (*).
Suppose that degOrd(/?) < degOrd(«). As we shall prove below, there exists
a nonzero element γ & F with g ο γ = 0, and any such γ has the property
degOrd(a + y) > degOrd(«). Determine such an element γ by means of linear
algebra, replace a by a + γ , determine the Order of the new α, and go to (*).
This completes the description of the algoriihm.
We next prove the assertions made in the description of the algorithm. Let a
be any element of F , and let δ be an element that gives rise to a normal basis
of F over E . Then there exists / 6 E[X] with foö — a . From Ord(rv)oa = 0
it follows that (Ord(a)/)oJ = 0 , so Ord(a)/ is divisible by X1 - l . Therefore
/ is divisible by the polynomial g — (X1 ~ l)/Ord(a), and with f — gh we
now see that g o (h ο δ) = « . This proves the assertiori on the existence of β .
Suppose now that Ord(«) φ x'-l . Then Ord(a)oö ^  0, and go(Ord(a)oö) =
(X1 - 1) ο δ = 0. This proves the assertion on the existence of γ. Let next
β , γ be such that goß - a, degOrd(/?) < degOrd(a), 7^0,^-07 = 0.
We prove that degOrd(a + γ) > degOrd(a). From g ο β = a it follows that
Ord(u) divides Ord(ß), so the hypothesis degOrd(ß) < degOrd(«) implies
that Ord(a) = Ord(ß). From Ord(# ° ß) = Ord(ß) it follows that g is
relatively prime lo Ord(«), and the same is then true for the divisor Ord(y)
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of g This imphes lhat Ord(a + γ) = Ord(a)Ord(y), and from γ ^  0 it now
follows that degOrd(a + y) > degOrd(o;). This proves the assertions made m
the algonthm
With every replacement of a , the degree of Ord(a) mcreases by at least l.
It follows that the algonthm runs m polynomial time. The correctness of the
algonthm is clear. This proves Theorem 3.1. D
If a gives nse to a normal basis of F over E, and σ is äs above, then for
each divisor d of / the element Σ!^\ o'da has degree d over E. This leads
to an alternative proof of the part of Theorem (1.1) that was proved in §2.
4. CYCLOTOMIC EXTENSIONS
Let K denote a field and r a pnme number that is different from the char-
actenstic of K. In this section we study an rth cyclotomic ring extension of
K . The group of units of a ring R with l will be denoted by R*.
Denote by Κ[ζ] the ring
w=0
and let ζ denote the residue class of X . The dimension of Κ[ζ] over K equals
r - l, a basis bemg given by (ζ')\~1, or, alternatively, by (£')'!,' - Note that ζ
has order r m the group Κ[ζ]*, and that for each integer a not divisible by r
there is a unique ring automorphism pa of Ä:[£] that is the identity on K and
for which ραζ — ζ" . The set of all pa's forms a group, which we denote by Δ.
Clearly, there is a group isomorplusm Δ = F* that maps p to a mod r, so Δ
is cychc of order r - l The group Δ allows us to recover K from K [ζ], äs
follows. For a group G actmg on a set S, we wnte SG - {x e S' σ χ = A for
all σ e G}
Proposition (4.1). We have Κ[ζ]Α = K
Proof The basis (£')'!/ of Κ[ζ] over A: is transitively permuted by Δ. There-
fore, an element χ of K [ζ] belongs to Κ[ζ]Α if and only if all coefficients of χ
on that basis are equal. This is the case if and only if χ is a K-hnear multiple
of the element £)'",' C', which equals -l This proves (4 1). D
Let k be a positive integer, and ε an element of a multiphcative group for
which Er — l . If α is an integer, then one easily checks that the element
k \
εα only depends on ε and the residue class of α mod r; m particular, it
does not depend on the choice of k. We wnte εω(α) for this element. Note
that εω(α] = (εω(*))ω(0 if α Ξ bc mod r. We define the Teichmuller subgroup
TK c /qCf by
TK = {E e K [ζ]* · ε has r-power order, and ραε = ε for all pa&A}.
To explam the termmology, we remark that ω is often called the Teichmuller
character Notice that ζ e TK
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Proposition (4.2). Every finite subgroup of TK is cychc In particular, if K is
finite then TK is cychc
Proof Let m be any maximal ideal of Κ[ζ] , and let L = Κ[ζ]/τη . This is a
field extension of K , so every finite subgroup of L* is cychc. Therefore, it
suffices to show that the restnction of the natural map φ : Κ[ζ] — »· L to T„ is
mjective. Let ε e Τκ , φ(ε) = l . Wnte ε = Σ,ε,ζ' > wlth ct & K, and let
η = φ(ζ) , this is a primitive rth root of unity in L . For each pa e Δ we have
Σ,ε,η"' = Φ(ραε) = φ(εω(α)) = φ(ε}ω(α) - l . This shows that the polynomial
l - X)( ctXl e L[X] vamshes at all primitive rth roots of unity in L , so it is
divisible by Σ',Ιο x' (m L^ > and hence m KW> · Therefore, l - ε = 0 ,
so ε = l , äs required. This proves (4.2). D
Let c e K [ζ] , and let s be a positive integer that is a power of r . We denote
by KK][c*/s] the ring
Κ(ζ](Υ]/(Υ5-€)Κ[ζ][Υ],
and by cl/i the residue class of Υ m this ring It contams K [ζ], and a basis
of Κ[ζ][€[^ ] äs a module over Κ[ζ] is given by ((c )')^ ~J . The dimension
of Κ[ζ][€1/ί] over Ä: equals j(r - 1).
K
of K[£][cl/s]* , so for each α e Z there is a well-defined element (Οι/*}ω(α] .
Proposition (4.3). The action of Δ on Κ[ζ] can m a umque way be extended to
an action of Δ äs a group of ring automorphisms of K[C,][c ] such that each
pa&A maps c'/v to (cl/s)^ a}
Proof Let a e Z-pZ. The ring homomorphism A"[C][7] -> ^ [CJfc'^ ] that
equals pa on A^ [C] and maps Υ to (ί'/ί)ω(ίί) has Ys-c in its kernel, because
c E TK Therefore, it induces a ring homomorphism from K[C,][c{/s] to itself,
which we agam call p . This ring homomorphism is clearly umquely deter-
mmed by its effect on Κ[ζ] and cl/s . it follows that pl is the identity and
that pa>pa" = pa if a a" = amodp, so that each pa is an automorphism.
This proves (4.3). o
Proposition (4.4). Suppose that c{ c2 are elements of TK of the same order
Then there is a ring isomorphism K[C,][c\/s] — > Κ[ζ][ο\ ] that is the identity on
Κ[ζ] and respects the action of Δ
Proof By (4.2), the elements c, , c2 generate the same subgroup of TK . Let
Cj = cJ2 , with gcd(j , r) — l . As in the proof of (4.3), one constructs a ring
homomorphism φ. K^ ][c\ß] -» K^ ][cl2/s] that is the identity on K [ζ] and
sends c\ls to (c2/s)J . Checking the effect on the basis elements (c1/')' of
Assume, moreover, that c e T . Then c'/s is an element of r-power order
] over Κ[ζ], one sees that this is an isomorphism. Let pa e Δ. To
prove that φ(ραχ) =· ραΦ(χ] for all χ 6 A"[C][c,'^] , one remarks that this is
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obvious for χ e Κ[ζ] and for χ = c\^ , and that these generate Ä:[C][c,1/s] äs
a ring This proves (4 4) D
The ring Κ[ζ] studied m this section need not be a field. It is one if and
only if Z^ ~o X1 is irreducible m K[X] If K is finite, this is the case if and
only if #K is a primitive root modulo r .
5. PRIME-DEGREE EXTENSIONS
In this section we let E be a finite field, q its cardmality, and r a pnme
number different from the charactenstic of E By m we denote the order of
(q mod r) m the group F* , and we let the positive mtegers t , u be such that
qm - i = url and u φ 0 mod r . The notation R* , TL , E^ ][cl/rf is explamed
in the preceding section
Theorem (5.1). The group Tf is cyclic of order r , and if c generates TF, then
Ε[ζ][€ } is a field extenswn of E ofdegree r
This theorem is proved at the end of this section. It teils us how to obtam a
field extension of degree r frorn a generator of the Teichmuller group 7) . Our
next result teils us, conversely, how to obtam a generator of Th from a field
extension of degree r
Let F be a field extension of E of degree r , and let α be an element of F
that gives nse to a normal basis of F over E (see §3) We defme β , γ e Ρ[ζ]
by
M /
Below we shall see that ßur — l , so the expression a appearmg in the
defimtion of γ may be taken modulo rl+[
Notice that we can view Ε[ζ] äs a subnng of Ρ[ζ] .
Theorem (5.2). The element c = / belongs to Ε[ζ]* , and it generates TL
Moreover, there is a ring isomorphism Ε[ζ][ε ] = Ε[ζ] that is the identity
on Ε[ζ], maps c^/r to γ, and respects the action of Δ It mduces a field
isomorphism E[^ ][c ] = F
Proof The field F is Galois over E , and its Galois group is generated by the
automorphism of F that sends every χ e F to xq Denole by τ the mth
power of this automorphism. This is still a generator of the Galois group of F
over E , because gcd(m , r) - l We extend τ to a ring automorphism of Ρ[ζ]
by τζ — ζ For χ e Ρ[ζ] we have
(5.3) τχ = χ & χ e Ε[ζ]
To see this, wnte χ = Σ'Γ0' c,C' , with ct e F Then τχ = χ if and only if
rct — ct for each ι , if and only if ct fc E for each / , if and only if χ e E [ζ] .
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For every χ e P [ζ] we have
(5.4) TY = **'".
For χ e F and for χ — ζ this is clear, and these generate Ρ[ζ] äs a ring.
We can rewnte the definition of β äs β = Σ,',Ιο ζ'τ'α · From a straightfor-
ward computation we find that
(5.5) τβ = ζ~1β.
We show that
(5.6) β € F[Cf .
Smce P [ζ] is finite, it suffices to prove that β is not a zero divisor. Because
. . 1i T r v l ic Q f^cicic r^T f c\\if^ T r* ΐί τ *ί ill^O ίΐ hl βϊ Q /~ϊτ /*T / l ("ϊΛ/ί^ Τ" Λ* Γ /l ci ΤΊ Ml t (-.Kt /-, lo et Udölo vJl J L/VCi J-J ) 11 13 dloU Λ UclÄiö v/l j[ IC, J UVL·! i_/| L l ? <U1U
therefore χ β ^  0 for all χ e £"[£], χ ^  0. To extend this to all χ e Ρ[ζ], χ Φ
Ο, it suffices to prove that every ideal of P [ζ], m particular the ideal {x e
P [ζ]. xß = 0}, is generated by an element of Ε[ζ]; or, equivalently, that every
irreducible factor of Σ',Ιο X' m E\.X] remains irreducible in F[X]. This is
obvious, because the degrce of any such irreducible factor is relatively prime to
[P : E]. This proves (5.6).
From (5.5), (5.4), and (5.6) it follows that β"'""1 = ζ~ι , so the element
δ = β" satisfies δ' = ζ~l and δ' - l . Usmg the notation introduced in §4,
we can therefore rewnte the definition of y äs
Usmg that ρ~](ζω(α)) =- ζ, one finds that
(5.7) / = C-
From this one sees that y has order r'+1 . and, usmg (5.4), that
(58) τγ = ("γ.
An easy computation, which is the mulüphcative analogue of the argument that
proves (5 5), shows that
ρ!>γ = γωίο) for all ^ e Δ,
so that y e Ίl Hence, c - γ' also belongs to Tf It has order r!. From
(TC)/C = c*'""1 = c'"' = l and (5.3) it follows that c e Ε[ζ], and therefore
c & Tj . The order of any element of TI divides q'n - l , by (5.3), and smce
it is also a power of r, it actually divides r . With (4.2) it follows that c is a
generator of T, . This proves the first two assertions of (5 2).
To prove the remainmg assertions, we consider the ring homomorphism
that 1S the identity on E [ζ] and sends Y to γ Clearly,
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Yr - c is in the kernel of this map We prove that it generates the kernel. For
this it suffices to show that £^ Γο ^ // > Wltri a, € E [ζ] > vanishes only if all dt
are zero. Applymg all powers of τ to the relation £)!=d dty' = 0, and usmg
(5.8), we find that
r-\
V V r t-l] l „
Σά£ v =0
(=0
for all integers j (mod r). Now let k & {0, l, ... , r - 1} . Multiplymg the
jth relation by C~kj and summmg over j , we then see that rdkyk = 0. Smce
ry is a unit, this implies that dk — 0, äs required.
It follows that an mjective ring homomorphism ψ' £"[£][<: ''] —* Ρ[ζ] is
mduced. Smce both rings are r (r - l)-dimensional over E, the map ψ is
surjective. This proves the existence of the first ring isomorphism in (5.2).
Let pa e Δ. For all χ e Ε[ζ] one tnvially has ψ(ραχ) = ραψ(χ), and the
same equality holds for χ - ci/r because pa raises both cl/r and γ to the
power ω(α)
This proves that ψ respects the action of Δ. Passing to the Δ-invanants and
applymg (4 1), one concludes that an isomorphism E[C][cl/rf = F is mduced.
This proves (5.2) α
The following lemma will be needed in the next section.
Lemma (5.9). Let F be afield extenswn of E ofdegree r, and let ε Ε Tf be
any element saüsfymg ε1" = ζ Then all condusions of(5.2), with γ replaced
by ε, are valid
Indeed, all we used about γ was that yr = ζ and γ Ε Tr .
Proofof(5 1) Smce E is a finite field, we can choose a field extension F of E
ofdegree t Applymg Theorem (5.2), we find a generator c for Tl , and in the
proof we have seen that c has order r Therefore, TL is cychc of order r .
By (4.4), the ring Ε[ζ][αι^ ]& does not depend on the choice of the generator c
of TL , up to isomorphism, and by the last assertion of (5.2) it is a field This
proves (5.1). D
6. PRIME-POWER-DEGREE EXTENSIONS
Let E,q,r,m,t be äs m the previous section, let A be a positive integer,
and let s = / . In this section we shall see that the results fiom the previous
section carry over to extensions of degree s, provided that we make the as-
sumption s = 2 or r' > 2, thus only the case r = 2,s>4,q = 3 mod 4 is
excluded.
Theorem (6.1). Suppose that s = 2 or r > 2, and let c be a generator of Tf
Then Ε[ζ][οι^ ]Α is a field extension of E ofdegree s
The proof is given at the end of this section.
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Let F be a field extension of E of degree s , and denote by E' the unique
subneld of F with [F : E1] = r. Let a be an element of F that gives nse to a
normal basis of F over #' (see §3), and let β, γ e F[£] be äs m the previous
section, but with E replaced by E1, so
1=0 ö=l
where M' is the largest divisor of #E'* that is not divisible by r .
s
Theorem (6.2). Suppose that s = 2 or r' > 2 Then the element c = y
belongs to Ε[ζ]* , and U generates T} Moreover, there is a ring isomorphism
E[£][clls] ~ Ε[ζ] that is the identity on Ε[ζ], maps ci/s to γ , and respects the
actwn of Δ // mduces a field isomorphism Ε[ζ][€1^ ]Λ = -F
Proof By (5.2) we may assume that s is not pnme Then our hypothesis
imphes that r' > 2 . We consider the cham of fields
E = E0cE{C cE^^E'cE^F,
in which each field has degree r over the precedmg one. Let qt denote the
cardmahty of E} . From q { = q* it follows that all qt are congruent modulo
r , so they all have the same multiplicative order m modulo r Also, from
r --£ 2 it follows that the number of factors r in q™ - l equals t -r ι , for
0 < / < h . Applymg (5 1) to each Et , we see that the group TE is cychc of
order rl+l , so m the sequence of groups
Tt = Tto CTF>C C Tti ( = 7> C Tti = TF
each group is of mdex r m the next one. Applymg (5.2) to the extension
E1 c F , we find that / is a generator of Tc< , so for each ι the element γ'
generates Γ, . In particular, the element c = f generates TE .
From (5.9), with ε = γ1 , it now follows that each £/,_,[£] is, äs a ring,
generated by ΕΗ_ι_ι[ζ] and γ' . Cornbimng this for all /, one concludes that
F[C] is, äs a ring, generated by Ε[ζ] and γ Therefore, the ring homomor-
phisrn £[C]|T] -" ^ [C] that is tne identity on Ε[ζ] and sends Υ to γ is
surjective. The element ΥΛ - c is in the kemel, so a surjective ring homo-
morphism E[£][clls] —> Ρ[ζ] is mduced. Comparmg dimensions over E , one
concludes that it is an isomorphism As in the proof of (5.2), one shows that
it respects the Δ-action and mduces an isomorphism £K][c1/s]A = F . This
proves (6.2). D
One denves (6.1) from (6.2) m exactly the same way äs (5.1) was denved
from (5.2).
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7 ARTIN-SCHREIER EXTENSIONS
In this section we deal with extensions of degree equal to the charactenstic
of the field, usmg Artin-Schreier theory [6, Chapter VIII, Theorem 6.4]. The
following result already appears m [1].
Theorem (7.1). There is an algonthm that, given afimtefield E of charactenstic
p, constructs a pth-degreefieldextension F of E in time (p\og#E)
Proof Let p· E —» E be the F -linear map sendmg each χ e E to xp - χ.
Smce p maps F to 0, it is not bijective, so there ex'sts a e E that is not
m the image of p. Also, such an a can be found by applymg linear algebra
over F . Let / e E[X] be the polynomial Xp - X - a . We claim that / is
irreducible, so that F — E[X]/fE[X] is an exphcitly given extension field of
E of degree p .
To prove the claim, let α be a zero of / in an algebraic closure of E Then
all zeros of / are the elements α +1, with ι e F^  . Any two zeros of / generate
the same field, so they have the same degree over E Therefore, all irreducible
factors of / in E[X] have the same degree. Smce / is of pnme degree p , this
implies that either f is irreducible or splits mto p linear factors. The latter
possibihty is excluded because a was chosen such that / has no zero in E.
This proves Theorem (7.1). D
Theorem (7.2). There is an algonthm that, given two field extensions F, , F2 of
degree p of afimtefield E of charactenstic p, constrvcts an E-isomorphism
F{ -> F2 in time (log*/;)0'1'
One way to prove the theorem is to use the reduction to the problem of fac-
tonng polynomials in one variable that was mentioned in the mtroduction. This
gives nse to a polynomial-time algonthm because the charactenstic is bounded
by the degree. I present an alternative solution, which is more m the spint of
the other arguments in this paper.
Proof Let F{, F2 be two exphcitly given extensions of E of degree p, and
let a, F be äs m the proof of (7 1) Smce we know that the fields F and F
are £"-isomorphic, the element a must be in the image of the map p,. Fl —>
Fl sendmg each χ to x" - χ . By means of linear algebra over F one can
find, in polynomial time, an element «, e Fl with οί[ - a, — a. An exphcit
Zs-isomorphism F ~» Fl is now obtamed by sendmg X' mod / to a\ , for
0 < ι < p. Likewise, one constructs an /?-isomorphism F —> F2. Combining
these isomorphisms, one obtams the desired f-isomorphism F{ -*· F2. This
proves (7.2) Π
8. TAKING ROOTS
This section is devoted to the case that was excluded m Theorems (6.1) and
(6 2). Shoup [11] has a very elegant way to deal with this case. Our approach
is less efficient, but it is of interest m itself because it shows that linear algebra
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can, in certain situations, be used to take roots m finite fields m polynomial
time.
If E is a finite field of odd cardmality q , then an element a & E has a
square root in E if and only if a(?+1)/2 = a . It follows that m the case q = 3
mod 4 every square a e E has a ' äs one of its square roots Hence there
is a polynomial-time algonthm to take square roots m finite fields of which the
cardmality is 3 mod 4 The following theorem imphes, more generally, that
there is a polynomial-time algonthm to take square roots in finite fields whose
charactenstic is 3 mod 4
Theorem (8.1). There is an algonthm that, given aßnitefield E of charactenstic
p , an element a e E and a positive integer e satisfymg
p = \ mod e , gcd(<?, (p -\)/e) = \ for some positive integer h ,
decides whether there exists b E E with be = a , and constructs such an element
b ifit exists, m Urne (\og(e#E))0(l)
Proof Let q = #E . We may clearly restnct ourselves to the case that a Φ 0 .
Let it first be assumed that an integer h äs in the Statement of the theorem
is known, with ph < q . Let c = a(p ~1>/f If a is an <?th power, then c is
a (ph - l)th power, so there exists a nonzero element χ such that xp = ex .
This equation is F -linear m χ , so by means of linear algebra we can decide
whether it has a nonzero solution, and find one if it exists.
If there is no such χ , then a is not an <?th power. Next suppose that χ is
nonzero and satisfies the equation. Then
Usmg the extended Euchdean algonthm, one can find mtegers u , v with ue +
v(ph - !)/<? = l . The element b = aux"(p/'~l)/e then satisfies
äs required.
To remove the assumption about h , one replaces e by e1 = gcd(e , q - 1)
and h by the multiplicative order >i of p modulo e . From q = p" ~
l mod e' it follows that h' divides n , so indeed p < q . We claim that
gcd(£>' , (// - \)/e') = l To prove this, note that h' divides h , so (ph< - \)/e'
dividesboth (e/e')-(ph - \)/e and (q-\)/e . From gcd(e/e , (q-\}/e')= l
it follows that (ph -l)/e' divides (ph - l)/e , which is coprime to e and hence
to e' . This estabhshes the claim. If a is an eth power, then it is clearly an
e'ih power. Conversely, if a = be , then with e — u e + v'(q - 1) we obtam
a = (bu'Y.
This proves (8.1). D
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Corollary (8.2). There is an algorithm that, given afimtefield E ofcharacteristic
p Ξ 3 mod 4 and an element a E E, decides whettier there exists b e E with
b = a, and constructs such an element b ifit exists, m time (log#E)
Proof Take e = 2,h=\ m (8 1). This proves (8.2) D
Corollary (8.3). There is an algorithm that, given afimtefield E ofcharacteristic
p = 3 mod 4, finds an element of the multiplicative gwup E* of E ofwhich
the order is the largest power of2 lhat divides #E*, m Urne (\og#E)O({]
Proof Starting from a — -1 , repeat takmg square roots until this is no longer
possible. This clearly yields an element äs desired. The number of iterations
equals the number of factors 2 m #E* , which is less than (Iog#£')/log2 . This
proves (8.3). D
Corollary (8.4). There is an algorithm that, given afimtefield E ofcharacteristic
p = 3 mod 4, constructs an extensionfieldof E ofdegree 2 m Urne (log#,E)O(1)
Proof If z is the element constructed by the algorithm of Corollary (8.3), then
E[X]/(X2 - z)E[X] is a field extension of E of degree 2. This proves (8.4) D
The following exphcit formula is of mterest Let E be a finite field of cardi-
nahty q , where q = 3 mod 4. Then E(\), with i = — l , is a quadratic exten-
sion of E. Let the map /: E (ή -» E (ή be defined by f(x) = (l + x)(<?~')/2
Then for every integer m > 2 for which 2m divides #Ε(ή*, the element
/m"2(i) has multiplicative order 2m This follows by induction on m from
the fact that j(x)2 = x~l for all χ with xq+l = l
The final result of this section solves, m a theoretical sense, a problem that
comes up in pnmahty testing [3, (11.6)(a), 2, §5].
Corollary (8.5). There is an algorithm that, given a positive integer p that is 3
mod 4, finds an element u e Z//?Z with the property that, if p is pnme, the
Legendre symbol ((u2 + 4)/p) equah -l, intime (logp)O(1)
Proof Assume firsl that p is pnme Usmg the above formula, one can find
an element z of Fp(i)* of order equal to the largest power of two dividmg
p2-l We claim that u — z-z~~ has the required property To see this, notice
that zp+l has order 2, so is equal to -l Hence the irreducible polynomial
(X - z)(X - zp] of z over Fp equals X2 - uX - l Smce the polynomial is
irreducible, its discnminant u2 + 4 is not a square in F/;
For general p , the computations leadmg to the element u can be carned out
m (Z/pZ)[Y]/(Y2 + 1) mstead of F/;(i). This proves (8 5) α
9 PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
The following theorem clearly imphes Theorem (1.1)
Theorem (9.1). There exists an algorithm that, given a finite field E ofcharac
tenstic p, a positive integer n , and any o/(a), (b), (c), constructs the two others
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in Urne («log #E)O(l) :
(a) explicit datafor a field extension of E of degree n ;
(b) an irreducible polynomial m E[X] of degree n ;
(c) for each pnme number r that divides n but that does not divide the
degree [E :¥}], an irreducible polynomial in E[X] of degree r
The proof that each of (a) and (b) suffices to construct the two others is the
same äs the proof for the case that the base field is ¥p (see §§1 and 2). In this
section we prove that (c) can be used to construct (a) and hence (b). We need
the following lemma.
Lemma (9.2). Given a fimte field E , a pnme number r , and a field extension
F of E of degree r, one can construct a field extension of F of degree r in
time
Proof Let p , q denote the charactenstic and the cardmahty of E , respectively.
First suppose that r ^  p , and let the case r = 1 , q = 3 mod 4 be excluded.
Usmg (3.1), we can construct an element a E F that gives nse to a normal
basis of F over E . Given a , we can calculate the elements β , γ of Ρ[ζ]
that are defined in ij5. By (5.2), the element c = γ' is a generator of Tt , and
there is a ring isomorphism £[C][c ] = Ρ[ζ] that induces an isomorphism
EK][cl/'f = F . Also, the ring F1 = £[C][c1A']A is a field extension of E of
degree r' , by (6.1). It is clear that explicit data for the field extension E c F'
are readily calculated from the defimtion of F' . Smce we can view £[C][c''']
äs a subnng of £[£][(: ] , by identifymg c1'' with (c )' , we can identify
F with a subfield of F1 . The degree of F over F1 equals r , äs required.
In the cases that we excluded, the subfield E of F is not even needed. If
r = p , then it suffices to apply (7.1) to F instead of E . If r - 2 and q = 3
mod 4 , then p = 3 mod 4 , so we may apply (8.4). This proves (9.2). D
Proof of (9.1) Let E and n be given, äs well äs an irreducible polynomial of
degree r in E[X] , for every pnme number r that divides n but that does
not divide [E : FJ . We construct an nth degree extension of E by mduction
on the number of pnmes dividing n , counting multipliciües. We may clearly
assume that n > l . Let r be a pnme number dividing n , and suppose that a
field extension F1 of E of degree n/r has been constructed. It will suffice to
construct an rth-degree field extension of F1 . We distmguish two cases
In the first case, r divides the degree [F1 . F/;] . Then F' has a subfield E1
with [F1 : E1} — r , and E1 can be determmed by the methods of §2. Applymg
(9.2) to the extension E1 c F1 , we see that we can construct a field extension
of F1 of degree r , äs required.
In the second case, r does not divide [F1 : F/;] . Then in particular, r does
not divide [E FJ , so by hypothesis an irreducible polynomial f e E[X] is
given. Because [F' · E] is not divisible by r either, f is still irreducible m
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F'[X] Therefore, F = F'[X]/fF'[X] is the required field extension of F1 of
degree r .
This proves Theorem (9.1) D
The followmg theorem clearly imphes (1.2).
Theorem (9.3). There is an algonlhm that, given a fimte field E , a positive
integer n , and two field extenswns Fl , F2 of E of degree n , constructs an
E-isomorphism F{ — » F2 m time (log#F,)
We first deal with the case that n is a pnme number
Lemma (9.4). Given a finite field E , a pnme number r , and two field extenswns
F, , F2 of E of degree r , one can construct an E-isomorphism F, — > F2 in Urne
Proof By Theorem (7.2) we may assume that r is different from the character-
istic of E . Applymg Theorem (5.2), we can, äs in the proof of (9.2), construct
generators c, , c2 of TE and F-isomorphisms Ε[ζ][€1/Γ]Α = F( , for / = l , 2 .
Thus, it suffices to construct a ring isomorphism F[C][c,l/r] = F[C][c2/r] that
is the identity on E and respects the action of Δ Inspectmg the proof of
Proposition (4.4), one sees that this can be done if an integer j is known with
r - c!C\ — C2
Fmding j is done by the followmg well-known iterative procedure. Let t be
such that #Tf — r . First put j = l (*) Deterrmne the smallest nonnegative
integer k for which (c{/c2)r = l . If k = 0 , then one has c, = d , and we are
A-l
done If k > 0 , then (cjc2)r is an element of order r of Tr , so there is a
unique integer / e { l , 2 , . . , r - l } such that
ι ι '/"' ''·'"'(c,/c2) =c2
This integer / can be found by a direct search. Now replace j by j + lr'~k ,
and start agam at (*) . To justify this algonthm, one remarks that the value of
k is mitially at most / , and that it decreases by at least l m every Iteration step.
fl l
The search among the powers of c2 is simphfied by the fact that they comcide
r1 ' ' '
with the powers of ζ , because c2 = ζ (see (5.7)). Smce also c, -ζ, the
initial value of k is actually at most t - l .
This proves (9 4). α
Proof of (9.3) Let F be a finite field, n a positive integer, and F, , F2 two
exphcitly given field extensions of E of degree n . To find an F-isomorphism
F, — > F2 , one first finds pnme numbers rt such that n — r, r2 rm, which
can easily be done in time n . Next, one determmes, by the methods of §2,
chams of fields
F-F0cF,c cEm_lcEm=Fl,
cEm_icEm=F2,
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such that [£ : £,_,] = \E\ : £,'_,] = r, for 0 < / < m. Usmg (9.4), one
constructs successively E-isomorphisms E, ^  E(, E2 —> E'2, ... , Em -+ E'm.
This proves Theorem (9.3). n
The algonthms given in the proofs of (9.1) and (9.3) can m many cases be
made more efficient by workmg with field extensions of which the degree is a
pnme power rather than a pnme number.
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